
SEO Best Practice

Guide

How to Plan Your SEO



You don't want

them getting to

your competition

One of the key challenges in SEO is

keeping up-to-date with the newest

techniques associated with obtaining top

search rankings. Your content is fighting for

greater visibility amidst a plethora of

articles, message boards, newsletters,

press releases, blogs, and more.

YOU WANT YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
TO SEE YOU FIRST.



VALUE OF CONTENT

Make it engaging enough that people

take it beyond your own site, by sharing

on various social media platforms

AUTHORITY

Does your site have good enough

content to link to or do other reputable

sites use your website as a reference?

PERFORMANCE

How fast is your site and does it work

properly ensure there are no broken links. 

 Use our online tool audit checker on our

website to find out more

KEYWORD FREQUENCY

Across the site. The content must tackle

the subject for which the pages are

created.

Give visitors the information they are looking through high quality

content that is well written, meaningful and easy to Understand. How

do search engines determine

relevancy of your website?

 WHAT ARE SEARCH ENGINES LOOKING

FOR?

IT'S SIMPLE! GRAB ATTENTION



USER INTERFACE

How does your website look? Does it

look credible? Is it user-friendly and

easy to navigate?

RELEVANT TITLES

GOOGLE ALGORITHM UPDATES

Stay on top of new updates. An effective

SEO plan would be able to predict, adapt

and implement strategies that are not

dependent on impending changes by a

search engine.

 WHAT ARE SEARCH ENGINES LOOKING

FOR?

 

 

It is important to ensure that the Titles

on your page are relevant, clear and

concise else your traffic will be diverted

elsewhere.



KEYWORD AND

MARKET

STRATEGY

RESEARCH

There's little debate among search engine experts that

identifying and optimising for the specific words or

combination of words by your target audience is a critical

element of a successful search marketing campaign.

 



HERE'S HOW TO

DO THIS

Study the competition

By researching which keywords they are

targetting. 

Market study & analysis

Offer more value to your target audience

Google Keyword Planner

A good tool to explore to generate ideas,

understand the competition of a keyword and how

likely you are to rank for it

Usage of Effective Keywords

Is not only vital to implement on-site,but should

extend to other off-site platforms as well.



HERE'S WHAT

NOT TO DO

Study the competition

Don't duplicate or party copy the content of your

competitor.  The search engines know which

came first and you will be penalised 

Market study & analysis
Shoppers have got savvy.  They want more and

are prepared to look around for it.  Don't leave any

doubt in your copy.  Answer peoples objections

and make a good offer

Sitemap
Don't start building a website before you have

thought about the journey your audience will take,

how easy it is to find what they are looking for or

you will end up in a mess

Usage of Effective Keywords

Don't keyword stuff your text.  This will be viewed

by the search engines as being spammy



HOW DO I GET TO

THE TOP OF THE

LISTINGS

Popularity of website                                  

Reduced bounce rates    

Relevance of information     

Engagement

There is no easy way to make it to the top  of the listings, however good

honest marketing and ensuring good relevant content will help.  

There are hundreds of factors that will determine search importance,

these include

  

 



BENEFITS OF

GOOD SEO

They deliver free organic traffic month after month

Decrease your PPC budget

The highest ROI of any form of marketing

Can take your competitors traffic when competing for the same

keyword

Let the search engines understand what your website is about

Shorten your sales funnels as will take people directly to their desired

location

 



Content Strategy

Solid SEO research based on keyword phrases

that drive organic search

Competitor Research around offers and SEO

Content that is shared and liked through social

networks.  Use tools like Buzz Sumo.  This will give

you access to most shared articles across social

media, web and influencers.  No longer write

articles that no one will read and get access to

those that will share it.

The content on your website is so much more than

just putting pen to paper and hoping for the best.  A

good content strategy will include the following

 

1.

2.

3.

WHAT TO WRITE

https://buzzsumo.com/


One of the latest evolutions in SEO is called

schema markup. This new form of

optimisation is one of the most powerful

but least-utilized forms of SEO available

today. Schema mark up can boost your

website in the search engine result pages

(SERPs). 

 

Schema markup is code (semantic

vocabulary) that you put on your website

to help the search engines return more

informative results for users. Examples of

schema shown opposite.

 

Schema markup tells the search engine

what that content mean.  An example of

this would be if I uploaded a product of a

shoe, I could put the right schema around

this which would recognise, sizes

available, colours available, price, brand

and who is selling it.

 

 

 

How to Boost Your SEO Using
Schema



Types of Schema
Mark up



Type of business

opening hours 

Average cost of service 

Address of business

Example of how a

page is read for

local seo

 



HOW TO

MEASURE SEO

SUCCESS
Traffic 

Volume and quality are two sides of the

same coin so it is important to measure

traffic relevant to your business

Conversions 
Use Google Analytics to track your

increase in conversions from SEO

Return on Investment
Staying on top of your long term

strategy will allow you to see your

monetary value of SEO strategy.  



Need Help?

Get in touch


